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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a mechanism for migration of parts of
computations in systems based on distributed objects or
autonomous agents. In such systems load balancing and process
migration can be achieved by migrating objects, or logical nodes,
between participating computing nodes.

The presented migration mechanism uses minimal knowledge of
the system topology and requires only a moved object to stop
computing while in migration, which makes it usable in large
distributed computations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to migrate parts of the computation plays a very
important role in today's distributed systems. It is used for such
tasks as load balancing and process migration.

The computation migration can be accomplished by migrating the
whole process [1], migrating a computation thread [2], or
migrating objects [3]. The migration process can be broken down
into two parts: capturing a state of the computation and the
migration protocol. In this paper we discuss a novel migration
protocol for distributed systems based on objects or the
autonomous-agent paradigm [4]. The structure of such systems
allows to balance the load of the processors by migrating a
logical part of the computation; an object or a logical node. This
type of load balancing can be implemented in an application-
transparent, machine-independent way [1]. The logical topology
can be modified during the computation, and therefore migration
during such network modifications should be considered in the
protocol.
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The migration mechanism presented here induces a minimal
overhead on the whole system, and requires minimal knowledge
of the global state of the distributed application, which makes it
useful for large distributed computations. This migration
mechanism was implemented in the MESSENGERS [4] mobile-
agent system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives an
overview of the MESSENGERS system, section 3 describes the
migration mechanism, section 4 presents related work and
concludes this paper.

2. THE MESSENGERS SYSTEM
MESSENGERS is a distributed system based on the principles of
autonomous objects. Autonomous objects in the MESSENGERS
system are called Messengers. MESSENGERS target general
purpose computing. The applications suitable for the
MESSENGERS system include individual-based simulations [6-
7], matrix multiplication [8], monte carlo simulations and others
[5]. The agents in the MESSENGERS system are cooperating in
solving one large problem. The computation is taking place on
the trusted hosts that could be distributed through a network, but
it assumes a common shared file system. The system is
implemented in C. Unlike most mobile agent systems [13-17]
agents in MESSENGERS are fully compiled into machine code.
On migration, agents don't carry code with them, but just a
pointer to the next executing function [8,9]. These qualities make
MESSENGERS suitable for high speed computing.

2.1 MESSENGERS PARADIGM
MESSENGERS distinguishes three separate levels of network:
the physical network, the daemon network, and the logical
network, as illustrated on figure 1. The physical network is the
underlying computational resource. The daemon network is a
collection of processes, whose task is to manage Messengers, and
interpret system commands. Examples of possible system
commands are initiation of checkpointing, daemon failure
notification, load balancing messages, and injection of a new
Messenger. There is one daemon per physical node. The logical
network is an application-specific computation network created at
run time on top of the daemon network. Multiple logical network
nodes may be created on the same daemon network node, and
thus are running on the same physical node. Logical nodes may
be interconnected by logical links into an arbitrary topology for
the purposes of navigation.



Each link of the logical network has a name and several
(optional) weights, which Messengers use for determining which
links to route themselves along. Each logical node has a name
and provides a memory space commonly accessed by all
Messengers that gather on the node. This memory space, the
Node Variable Area, functions as both a node-unique database
and as an inter-Messengers communication channel.
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Figure 1

Eqch Messenger can access three types of variables: Messenger,
node, and environmental variables. Messenger variables are local
to'and carried by the Messenger as it propagates through the
lo^cal network. Node variables are node-resident and are
mapped to the Node Variable Area where the Messenger is
currently running. There they are shared among Messengers
running on the same node. Environmental variables provide
information such as the current node name, and the name and

weights of the last traversed link.

Messengers navigate through the logical network based on their
own internal program and state. This is accomplished by explicit
navigational statements, which also permit the creation or
destruction of logical links and/or nodes. Messengers may also
perform arbitrary computations in the nodes they visit. This can
take two forms. First, Messenger internal program may contain
corriputational statements, and second. Messengers may invoke
ordinary Cfunctions.

2.2 LOGICAL NETWORK
The logical network consists of logical nodes, connected by
logical links as shown in figure 1. Each link, although presented
as a single structure to the user, consists of two parts. One part of
the link is located on the daemon, where the first node resides,
and another part of the link resides on the daemon hosting the
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destination node. Each link has a daemon-unique id. Every link
also knows the id of its counterpart, and the daemon address
where the destination node resides. The link pointer is stored in
two data structures. One data structure is accessible from the

logical node. It is the list of pointers to all the links connected to
the logical node. Another data structure is a tree, accessible from
the daemon. This tree contains the pointers to all the links
residing on the daemon, sorted by the link id.

These structures are used to accommodate Messenger transfer
from one node to the other as follows. The Messenger finds the
link it wants to traverse from the link list of its current logical
node. From the link information the Messenger knows on what
physical machine the destination node resides, and the id of the
link on the destination daemon. The Messenger is transferred to

-fiSs^destination daemon, and it searches for the link using the link
id in the daemon link tree. From the link information the

Messenger acquires the pointer to the destination logical node.



arrows indicate the direction in which Messengers can traverse
the logical link.
Notation:

Node - migrating logical node.
Old Daemon - an old host of Node

New Daemon - a new host of Node
Connected Daemon - a host of logical nodes connected

to Node by logical links.

1. Old Daemon: send TransferNode message to the New
Daemon. This message includes the Node structure, node
variables, links connected to Node, and all Messengers
residing on the Node. After this step Messengers that arrive
at the Node are not executed, but stored in the node queue
instead. (Figure 3b).

2. New Daemon: send UpdateLink message to all Connected
Daemons. This message contains information needed to
update the information of connected links, such as new
destination link id and destination link daemon. All
Messengers arriving at the New Daemon are not executed,
but stored in the node queue until the completion of the
migration. (Figure 3c).

3. Connected Daemons: when daemon receives UpdateLink
message, it redirects the appropriate links and sends
LinksUpdated message to the Old Daemon. (Figure 3c)

4. Old Daemon: after all expected Links Updated messages are
received. Old Daemon sends ActivateNode message to the
New Daemon. This message contains the list of Messengers
that arrived to the Node after step 1. Old Daemon destroys
its copy of Node. (Figure 3d).

5. New Daemon: after receiving ActivateNode message. New
Daemon attaches its node queue to the node queue received
from the Old daemon, preserving FIFO order, then it
activates all the Messengers on the New Node. (Figure 3d).

3.2 CONCURRENT ALGORITHM
Depending on the strategy used to decide when to move logical
nodes, multiple nodes can be moved at the same time. In the
situation when two nodes, connected by logical link are migrating
simultaneously, the algorithm presented in section 3.1 may not
work correctly.

Consider the example in figure 4. Nodes "a" and "b" are
connected by a logical link. They are simultaneously being
migrated (figure 4a). Node "al" is created first, and it sends
UpdateLink message to node "bO" (figure 4b). "bO" updates the
link and sends LinksUpdated message to "aO" (figure 4c). Node
"aO" is deleted from its Old Daemon. At the same time "bl" is

created, and it sends an UpdateLink message to node "aO", but
there is no record of such a node (figure 4d).

The algorithm has to be adjusted so that the node on the Old
Daemon is not deleted before any UpdateLink message that may
be coming to it. To solve this problem, in the LinksUpdated
message, the Coimected Daemon also includes the address of any
local node that is being moved. This will prevent the first
daemon to complete step 4 of the algorithm before receiving the
UpdateLinks message from the second daemon.

3.3 HANDLING LOGICAL NETWORK

MODIFICATIONS
Section 2.3 described how Messengers can modify the logical
network. The node migration algorithm needs to be adjusted for
these operations. To lessen the number of possible interleaving
combinations between the node migration protocol and protocols
that modify the logical network, the node that initiates the
modification of the logical network can not migrate before the
network modification protocol is completed. This means that
node "a" in figure 2 can not migrate during modification of the
link, (only node "b" can).

TransferNode ,% ,© ©̂ LinksUpdate^
UpdateLink

TransferNode U)U

a) b)

Figure 4

This algorithm avoids loosing or duplicating Messengers. Before
step 3 Messengers that travel to Node will go to the Old
Daemon. After step 3 these Messengers will go to the New
Daemon. Since Connected Daemons send LinksUpdated
messages to the Old Daemon, if the system uses FIFO channels,
receiving LinksUpdated message guarantees that there are no
more Messengers traveling from that daemon to the Node. After
LinksUpdated message is received from every Connected
Daemon, the node on the Old Daemon can be deleted.

.JJpdateLink

c) d)

When a link is created to the node "b", first a FindNode message
is broacasted to all daemons. Both Old Daemon and New

Daemon register this message. Old Daemon replies, and does not
complete step 4 of the node migration protocol until the
Messenger that creates the link arrives. Then, in step 4, this
Messenger, together with others, and together with the list of
FindNode messages of the Old Daemon is transferred to the New
Da,emon. At the New Daemon the Messenger is processed and a
new link is created.



Thereis a shortperiod between steps 4 and 5 when the Node at
the Old Daemon does not exists, and the Node at the New
Daemon is not activated yet. If the FindNode message arrives in
this interval, it will be ignored by the Old Daemon. When
ActivateNode message arrives at the New Daemon, the attached
list of FindNode messages is compared with the local list, and if
this contains extra messages, the corresponding replies are sent
to the senders of these messages.

Another situation that has to be considered during creation of the
link to the existing node is when node "b" replies to the
CreateLink message, specifying the id of the local link, and then
starts migrating. Then a new node "b" is created, and a message
is sent to the node "a" (figure 2) updating the link ids. If the
CreateLink message from the old host of "b" comes after the
UpdateLink message sent from the new hostof "b", it should be
discarded.

When a Messenger that deletes or modifies a link arrives to the
Old Daemon, it is transferred to the New Daemon with other
Messengers and executed there. So these modifications of the
logical network do not affect node migration.

4. CONCLUSION
Load balancing based on the migration of logical nodes provides
an application-independent approach to load balancing. The
decision on when and what to move can aim at balancing the
amount of computation per processor, at minimizing
interprocessor communications, or both. The parameters that
could be considered to decide on node migration include the
number of logical nodes per daemon, the number of Messengers
per daemon, the number of remote logical links, and traffic on
each logical link. This information is collected independently of
the user application, allowing reuse of the same load balancing
strategies for different applications.

Such a load balancing mechanism was proposed by Brunner and
Kale in [3]. The authors implement and evaluate several policies
that can trigger migration in the Charm-H- system [11]. Even
though the Charm-H- system is based on what they refer to as
data-driven objects, while MESSENGERS is based on
autonomous agents operating in the logical network, the same
load balancing strategies can be used to balance both systems. A
load balancing algorithm for dynamic grid applications was
presented in [12].

The Charm-H- system, however, uses a different object migration
mechanism, presented in [1]. In Charm-H- each processor has a
map of locations of every object participating in the application.
As objects migrate, these maps become out of date. The solution
is to forward messages to each element's (object's) original host
processor. Since each processor is kept informed of the location
of each element it originally hosted, it can forward the message
to its new destination.

A description of the thread migration mechanism was presented
in [2]. Their strategy for migration of computation threads is
similar to the one presented here. In their strategy it is the
responsibility of the connected threads to establish the
connection with the new thread. To do this each connected thread

(corresponding to a neighboring node in MESSENGERS
implementation) spawns a child thread to establish that
connection whenever a new thread (corresponding to a new node)
is created. By allowing the new node to establish the connections
with the neighboring nodes (steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm) the
need for such a child thread is eliminated. The system in [2] also
does not consider the situation when thread migration is
happening while connections are created, deleted or modified.
Our approach, as described in this paper, permits migration in a
dynamically changing network.
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